A design is a plan containing guidelines to build and understand an artifact. Generally, this plan is constructed by a team of designers with different tasks, but sharing a common objective, that is, to create a high-quality, low-cost integrated artifact. Active Design Documents (ADDs) are powerful tools for cooperative design because they account for revealing the rationale among design participants while assisting each of them in their own. Design rationale capture and retrieval are critical issues on building documentation assistant tools. In this paper, we propose to achieve more efficient and effective delivery of design and designers intent by resorting to rhetorical means. The wealth of knowledge kept in ADD's knowledge bases is organized into high-level Rhetorical Structure Theory (RST) schema and mapped onto input and output screen configurations that gear the interaction between systems and users. We illustrate the effects of such an organization with evidences from an implemented version of ADD for the domain of offshore platform.
INTRODUCTION
Design activities involve agents, co-agents, and postagents. In the design of a building, for instance, structural engineers develop structural design, which is later incorporated to the overall building design. Every structural engineer is an agent among various co-agents like architects, mechanical, electrical, and/or other structural engineers. Once the artifact is built, its life cycle enters a maintenance process in which any number of individual postagents evaluate, extend, or redesign the artifact to meet novel needs. Therefore, a communicative infrastructure is a crucial requirement in supporting design teams. In particular, communicating design intent associated to design decisions plays a major role in reaching a cooperative environment among coagents and in ensuring an artifact's maintainability by any number of postagents.
Reprint requests to: Ana Christina Bicharra Garcia, Departamento de Cifincia da Computacao, Universidade Federal Fluminense, Praca do Valonguinho s/n, Niter6i, RJ-Brasil. E-mail: bicharra@inf.puc-rio.br Design documentation is one of the most typical communicative infrastructures available to design teams. Both computer-based and noncomputer-based documents can be voluminous, inconsistent, incomplete, and costly to produce, query, and maintain. By conjugating a variety of media, documentation may offer designers a number of perspectives on design, like: (a) a history of the design process; (b) detailed representations of the artifact's appearance, functionality, and structure (in textual, graphical, and/or videotaped form; and (c) a record of evaluated or commented design alternatives and rationale. Nevertheless, sensemaking is typically achieved by documentation users alone, who must make an effort to integrate the various pieces of information into a higher order conceptual frame, and turn information into knowledge.
Although traditional pre-established linear documentation structures imposed by paper documents (like manuals and reports) and videotapes have been made more flexible and direct by hypermedia technology supported in current computer platforms, only few design documentation approaches have tackled the issue of providing users with knowledge, rather than information. Much of the problem can be traced back to prospective documentation writing, as is the case of manuals and reports (and much of hyperdocuments commercially available for a number of applications and domains). In this process, writers try to predict the wider possible spectrum of documentation needs their users are likely to encounter, and organize information into structures, codes, and media, suitable for the technological settings where documentation will be used. Even when linear readings are no longer mandatory, as in hyperdocuments, information links are established by documentation writers, on the same basis as they decide on traditional written manual organization. Providing users with the ability to make bookmarks and create novel links partially meets the challenges of sense-making. But these mechanisms allow only for a kind of shared documentation authorship, in which users can make up new readings on top of a possibly extensible information network.
Knowledge, however, is acquired in a deeply situated process. Design documentation users may have access to a lot of information about a given artifact's design history and functional specification, for instance, but knowing why its shape is rectangular instead of square may take them a lot of knowledge and reasoning. Answers to why some design decision is not other than it is distinctly illustrate the need for knowledge beyond information. They also point at important limitations of prospective documentation writing, in that writers cannot be expected to scan all sorts of whynots and what-ifs questions their users will fancy to ask about the contents conveyed in the paper or CDs.
Intelligent documentation tools (Baudin et al., 1990; Garcia, 1992; Gruber & Russell, 1996) have provided ways around these limitations by incorporating models of design processes and/or products, and providing users with deeper insights about design rationale. The ability to answer questions related to the circumstances, the reasons, and the conditions of decisions, facts or events, has long been the hallmark of Artificial Intelligence (AI) applications in a wide variety of domains. Active Design Documents (Garcia, 1992) represent one of such Al-based approaches. ADD is a dynamic computational representation of design rationale based on an adjustable underlying model of the artifact's conception process. ADD systems are knowledge-based agents that can actually carry out design tasks and behave as over-theshoulder learning assistants to routine engineering designers. They can capture and deliver design rationale, serving not only as a communication medium, but also as a communication agent, for all members of a design team, across spatial and temporal boundaries.
Because they are intelligent systems, ADD applications incorporate and compute upon knowledge (beyond information). Thus, they can provide documentation users with higher order concepts they need for sense-making, including those that appear in answers to why-not and what-if questions. In this paper, we will show how appropriate knowledge contents may be underused or misused without a correspondingly appropriate knowledge communication strategy supported at the interface level. We propose a rhetorical structuring of active design documents based on the Rhetorical Structure Theory approach (Mann & Thompson, 1987) , and discuss its effects on achieving a reactive documentation writing strategy called for in supporting design teamwork.
Our proposal is cast upon an extended version of the original ADD model, called ADD+. Although not fully implemented in a real-world application, the ADD + approach is as of now partially implemented in a working multiuser and multiagent ADD application (Garcia & Vivacqua, 1996) that supports the design of offshore oil platform process plants. Examples of contrasts between ADD and ADD+ knowledge communication at the interface level will be drawn from implemented active design documents whenever possible. Nonimplemented features will be signaled to readers in footnotes to the text.
In Section 2, we will provide a straightforward comparative example of ADD and ADD+, and point at the main issues dealt with in this paper. In Section 3, we will briefly sketch the original ADD model, and concentrate on how its interface presents and provides access for a variety of knowledge sources. In Section 4, we will present the ADD+ model, and concentrate on how rhetorical structuring can be achieved in active design documents. In Section 5, we will discuss and provide concluding remarks about ADD+ 's advantages, challenges, and limitations, in view of current and future research. The guideline to all of our presentation will be the reactive writing of situated documentation by means of computer-human "dialogue," similar in spirit to Moore and Swartout's reactive approach to explanations (Moore & Swartout, 1993) . Such improvements on the system's rhetoric model distinguish ADD+ from other approaches to computer-aided design documentation such as JANUS (Fischer et al., 1989) , gIBIS (Conklin & Begeman, 1988) , Sybil (Lee & Lai, 1991), and QOC (MacLean et al., 1991) . But one of its main steps is that of reducing the time spent in clarifications about design, which has been shown to be a major issue involved in design costs (Olson et al., 1996) .
FROM ADD TO ADD+: A RHETORIC FOR COMMUNICATING DESIGN RATIONALE
Design documentation in ADD provides users with a wealth of knowledge sources that provide the basis for much deeper understanding about design decisions. However, global connections among knowledge pieces must be made by users, because ADD's interface does not organize communication into cohesive discourse and intentional message passing. Consequently, connections may be wrongly established and lead to considerable misconceptions. To make our discussion concrete, in this section we present ADDVAC (1995) , an active design document implemented for the domain of Ventilation and Air Conditioning (VAC) of offshore oil platforms. This system has been used sue-cessfully by designers of a Brazilian oil company since October of 1995. ADDVAC works in three distinct modes: Design, Knowledge Acquisition, and Explanation. In the Design mode, designers enter a design case specification in terms of the platform layout, a set of design constraints (e.g., "Control Room 001 needs a separate Air Conditioning Unit"), and a set of design criteria (e.g., "Search for the Minimum Cost Solution"). The specification changes during design time, due to changing needs and problem understanding efforts, are constantly arising. So, in spite of their dynamic nature, current specifications are used by designers at certain times to analyze cases and generate (urgent) solutions.
A solution in the VAC system design is achieved by the following:
for each room define:
1. The type of air inflow and outflow (ventilation, air conditioning, or natural), 2. the required air flow,
the heating loads;
for groups of rooms:
4. the rooms that can be grouped to be served by the same VAC unit for air inflow, air outflow, and cooling;
for the platform:
5. the list of the selected VAC equipment from a catalog, 6. the VAC equipment layout distribution, and 7. the air balance.
These seven types of decisions are associated to the elements shown in the platform layout. The Design interface presents a CANVAS to include and manipulate the platform architectural layout, as well as the VAC equipment layout. This is illustrated on the left-hand side area of the schematic" representation of ADDVAC's design interface, in Figure 1 .
Decisions may be volunteered by the system, or proposed by the designer and checked by the system. In any case, ADDVAC provides an environment for partnership in design. Because any decision follows an underlying design model, consistency is guaranteed. Whenever the user proposes something different than expected, ADDVAC enters its Knowledge Acquisition mode to elicit from the designer the missing pieces of knowledge. Of course, this pattern may be broken if the user simply forces a desired value and provides only an annotation for the undertaken action, introducing consistency disruptions in the model. For a deeper "Most references to Active Design Documents implementations will be illustrated by sketches and schemas, except for explanation screens, which are central to the issues discussed in this paper. account of ADDVAC's behavior when in Design and Knowledge Acquisition modes see . We have informally observed that interactive patterns vary according to designers' professional experience and their familiarity with the system. Typically, familiarized users have learned to trust ADDVAC's volunteered decisions, whereas novice users often make, themselves, most of the decisions and invoke ADDVAC to check them. Trust is a result of the quality of coupling between the knowledge base (KB) and the domain. So, if experienced users do not find the initial KB coupling good enough for the task, they know they can introduce new knowledge in the base to reach an acceptable coupling. Also, senior professionals go straight to critical design decisions, whereas trainees and juniors follow a much longer path.
As explained above, designer and system together decide upon VAC design. There is a sequence of actions taken by the designer and an underlying design model. Designer may change ADDVAC's KB to adapt the system to their own model, but all design actions directly or indirectly lead to a characterization of the physical artifact.
Whenever an explanation over a decision is needed ADD-VAC interacts with its documentation user through the Explanation mode interface. Figure 2 presents a screen shot of ADDVAC's explanation interface for an actual design case.
Because this system was developed in Portuguese, we will most frequently refer to a schematic version of the screen, shown in Figure 3 . In it, we can see that the explanation interface is divided in five major parts: 4. Logic area: the system displays the parameter dependency network showing the influence among decisions;
5. Canvas area: the system displays the designed product and the user can take advantage of this area to provide the focus for his/her questions; for example, a user may want to know Why (question type) the heating loads (parameter name and question focus) of that (selected object on the Canvas and fine-grained focus) specific room.
In the example shown in Figure 2 , the user is asking "Why" the value of the parameter "Mem. Calc.-TempestCompart especifico" of the selected Canvas element "CAREC." The translation of such a screen configuration is Why do room CAREC's heating loads calculated by the accurate method TEMPEST have the values they have? ADD-VAC's answer is displayed in the Heuristic area, which says that The Tempest method was not used to calculate the heating loads for this compartment. Although there are logical and chronological data related to this event, ADDVAC does not stimulate the user to explore the system's potential. In this specific case, the heating loads for room CAREC was calculated by a simplified method. The chronological data contains this information, but the current History Line displayed for the user does not directly show it. It is the user's task to scroll (sub)windows and search for information. By the same token, the logical data contains information saying that there is more than one calculation method for heating loads. Consequently, values may be logically explained. But, again, even though the information is available, the user will only realize it if s/he searches by navigating in the Dependency Network (sub)window.
There are worse cases than illustrated above. Suppose the designer calculated the heating loads of the CAREC room using the TEMPEST method, but later on changed his/her mind and went back to the simplified method. The textual answer to the question, along with potential information probing opportunities, would have been the same, even though the information of previous actions might play a leading role in helping users to fully understand the process. As we said previously, the information is there and is available. But, the user needs motivation and guidance to look for it and explore it.
The Explanation Module interface of ADDVAC does not provide an organization of the available documentation in such a way that the user is encouraged to attain higher order inferences and get deeper insights about design. Notice that cohesion among screen area contents, a fundamental feature of rhetorical organization, is very poor. The contents shown on the Dependency Network (see Fig. 2 ) do not include a node whose name is the focused parameter selected for the question: TEMPEST. Moreover, the configuration presented in the History Line, above the text, suggests no relation whatsoever with the context of the question. In both cases, it is the user's task to interact with subscreen objects and to position himself or herself in a more cohesive configuration. Such "interactive leftovers" are carried from question to question, causing potential misconceptions to arise. For instance, a user might suppose that there is a rhetorical organization of knowledge sources at the interface level in this version of ADDVAC. In this case, s/he may wrongly interpret that the first box in the History Line [which says (decision) VAC System, (agent) ADD] has a connection with the fact that TEMPEST has not been calculated. But it does not have; the History Line simply presents the last configuration resulting from user interaction about chronological data. A further step along misleading paths, and the user may again wrongly suppose that the value of TEMPEST has not been calculated because no one has ever asked for such a calculation. However, as will be seen in Figure 4 , the case may be a quite different one: This calculation may be actually impossible due to conflicting values assigned to influencing parameters, which can be explored on the Dependency Network. Because no information about such connections is directly given to users, they may go on with wrong assumptions about design rationale.
This example shows that the absence of rhetoric in delivering design rationale may cause negative impacts on design itself, and threaten the usability of active design documents.
In Figure 4 , a screen shot of a current version of another implemented ADD application for documenting Process Plant systems design b illustrates some important effects of rhetorical organization (ADDPROC, 1996) . This implementation includes parts of the ADD+ model presented in this paper. The complete specification for future implementation is part of an ongoing graduate research project. Figure 5 schematically represents the contents and translation of Figure 4 . A closer look at it reveals that, although the basic KB interface (sub)screen areas are roughly the same as in ADDVAC, ADDPROC introduces important changes in the Explanation Module. Namely, there is an explicit AN-SWER area, in which a textual explanation is provided to users. Also, annotations and alternative evaluation tables are displayed on other screens, although indications about the opportunity or need to access these screens are mentioned in the explanatory text whenever applicable.
ADD+ screens contain less information than ADD screens. Because textual contents integrate knowledge derived from all relevant sources that contribute to answer a given question, there is no longer a need to display all information on one screen. Moreover, higher order information is conveyed in a cohesive structure that helps users understand more deeply what is an active document, how it works, and what it can be used for.
In the example shown in Figure 4 , the user asked the following kind of question: "Why is V the value of parameter b As in the previous case, the screen shot of ADDPROC includes Portuguese text and will be schematically outlined and discussed in a specific Figure. P?" The answer to the question is generated automatically by the system in view of preestablished communicative goals associated to question-answering. Such goals are those of ADD+ applications' developers who know and are committed to tell users (a) what an active document is, (b) how it works, and (c) what it can be used for. However, following the guidelines of a Semiotic Engineering of user interface languages (de Souza, 1993) , the developers' message is not conveyed in User Manuals (online or offline), but rather through the whole articulated set of interactive messages exchanged between system and users.
Thus, ADD+ incorporates a set of rhetorical schemas, which are combined in a situated context to generate explanatory text like the one in Figure 4 : "Parameter P could not be evaluated because of the values assigned to other parameters directly connected to it by dependency relations. See it on the Dependency Network. Also, this parameter has no default value assigned to it. Notice on the History Line that many attempts at value assignment have been made with this parameter."
The contrast between design rationale delivery in ADD and ADD+ is remarkable. The origin of all differences lies in the use of RST schemas, which will be presented in detail in Section 4, and which are combined on the basis of a writer's intention to communicate contents and the reader's supposed beliefs about the domain. This feature exemplifies what we meant by situated reactive writing in Section 1.
The explanatory text shows that there is a (ghost) writer of design documentation engaged into making users know and understand what a product's design rationale is. In the original ADD model, this writer is either absent or imperceptible for the user. It is the user's task to probe knowledge sources and to get as many contents as he or she (unknowingly) needs to build the correct mental model about the technology, the documentation, the design process, and the product. In previous work (de Souza & Garcia, 1994) we have been able to discuss some interesting aspects of users' misconceptions and the virtually impossible task of controlling them without an appropriate rhetorical organization. This (ghost) writer, in the example above, will be able to convey appropriate messages in which some important distinctions will be made. For instance, it will know that if the parameter value has not been calculated but nobody has ever visited any neighboring parameters in the parametric net, it is the case that this part of design has not been started yet. It also knows, and can thus tell the user, if quite contrarily the parameter has been involved in conflicting decisions made by different co-agents and is, as yet, unresolved. The nature of the conflict, as well as the reasons why it exists, can be pointed out by explicit suggestions that (a) the user probe the design history for a certain (automatically displayed) span of time, and/or that (b) the user explore the dependency net along certain (automatically displayed) paths, and/or that (c) the user look at existing annotations or alternative evaluations, or that (d) the user ask follow-up questions (like "what-if," for example). All of these resources, although accessible in the ADD model, are not made explicit and usable, and may thus lie untapped throughout the whole design process. ADD+ brings forth a discourse structuring mechanism that is targeted to increasing understanding and usability of the documentation tool and its fundamental deliverability: the design documentation itself.
ADD-THE ACTIVE DESIGN DOCUMENT MODEL
ADD addresses problems of documentation in preliminary routine design. It tackles issues related to documentation overhead, to the instability of specifications in initial design phases, and to inconsistencies occurring in the project as a whole. ADD incorporates an initial design model capable of generating decisions and rationale throughout most of the design process. The model is produced by a knowledge engineer, and represents all the necessary abstractions about the processes and products of a given design domain. However, when activated by a KB system, the created model does not always produce the same decisions that human designers do. This can happen for a number of reasons, like:
1. the case may be outside the coverage of the system's model;
2. the designer's experience may be above or below the one captured in the model; or 3. there may be flaws in the model.
In any of the above situations, designers may remedy conflicts and differences by either changing the system's underlying model or their own mental model. This shows that ADD is actually a learning environment for system and user.
Design choices in ADD can be shared by agents, coagents, and postagents. All answers to potential queries are generated by a reasoning machinery, instead of being just retrieved from previously recorded material. This illustrates the model's reactive documentation production, which is achieved because of its following features:
• an initial model of the domain;
• a decision-making model for the selected domain;
• a consistency-checking mechanism;
• facilities for specializing or adjusting a model;
• a mechanism to accommodate specification changes without loss of consistency; and
• facilities for generating situated explanations about design decisions.
For users, ADD is a means to speed up decision making (because it is able to generate and volunteer design decisions) and to minimize documentation overhead (because ADD is the documentation agent itself). Printed reports reflecting a project's evolutionary path and pattern can be automatically produced upon demand.
ADD's approach has been extensively tested by the modeling and implementation of applications for documenting the preliminary design of Heating, Ventilation and Air Conditioning (HVAC) systems in building design (Garcia, 1992) and offshore oil platforms (ADDVAC, 1995) , and offshore Process Plants (ADDPROC, 1996) , all with very encouraging results.
There are five major components in the architecture of Active Design Documents, whose modules are depicted in Figure 6 .
1. Reasoning Components: that account for the generation of design decisions, for the comparison of such decisions with those of the designer's, for preparing design reports, and for controlling the documentation process (Anticipator, Reconciler, Rationale Generator, and Controller, respectively).
2. Design Knowledge Base: that contains knowledge (heuristics and first-principles rules) about the application's domain, as well as knowledge about the specific case at hand (its objects, relationships, properties, and the like).
3. Design Cases Data Base: that contains the data of previous design cases that guide decision making whenever information about the current design case is missing, being the leading resource for case-based reasoning.
4.
Interfaces for Creating Documentation: that allow designers to develop their projects and to adjust ADD's models as needed (Design Interface and Knowledge Acquisition Interface, respectively).
5.
Interfaces for Retrieving Documentation: that allow document users to query, question, and probe the design decisions and alternatives and to generate reports (Design Explanation Interface).
All of ADD's reasoning machinery is based on the typical engineering decision-making process. Alternatives are generated, constraints and criteria are applied, a ranking of alternatives is produced, and finally a selection of the best one is made. The domain is represented by a parametric model, which includes three different types of parameters, all illustrated by HVAC systems design examples: The role of the Anticipator is to predict a value for a decision topic provided by the designer, given a current design state and a set of active requirements. In view of a certain parameter, the Anticipator may merely return its value (if it is a known parameter) or choose the best of possible values from a set of alternative ones. If no alternative can be generated to satisfy the present constraints, the system returns all alternatives with their corresponding unsatisfactory values. Overconstrained situations are notified by ADD, which suggests that the user switches to the Knowledge Acquisition Mode.
Parameter values generated by the Anticipator, when applicable, are compared to those provided by the user. The comparison is carried out by the Reconciler. If there is a mismatch, the Reconciler diagnoses the type of conflict to resolve. All mismatches cause activation of the Rationale Generator and the Justification/Knowledge Acquisition Interface. The former is activated to prepare ADD's rationale to meet current expectations. The latter is activated to elicit occasional changes to ADD's models. All elicitation is guided by the user, who triggers a procedure to do one of the following:
1. Change Requirements: The Reconciler creates a new version of the design containing the changes. As a consequence, old information remains available in the document.
Change Design Constraints:
The Reconciler guides the user in changing the model. The Knowledge Elicitation module translates the new constraints into LISP functions or heuristic rules, depending on the type of parameter involved in the conflict (derived or decided).
Change Design Criteria:
The Reconciler changes the criteria used in the evaluation of a design.
Change the Dependency Graph:
The designer may change the Dependency Graph by including or deleting parameters, constraints, and criteria.
Last, ADD's Controller supports the overall interaction cycle in anticipatory design. The Controller defines ADD's set of actions, but not the order in which they are going to be performed. It also propagates changes throughout the entire design checking whether the affected parameters still comply to the requirements.
As illustrated in Section 2, in ADDVAC, as well as in ADD's original model, there is no rhetorical organization of the information provided to users. Answers are not wellwritten explanations about design conditions, but rather hypothesized explanatory schemas that the users formulate in their own minds, based on evidences about the design context provided on the Interface screen. The purpose of ADD's reasoning process is to generate a consistent and thorough documentation, with minimal overhead for its users.
As a byproduct of active documentation, ADD increases the quality of design because of its internal model, binding together all decisions and parameters. Additionally, the existence of an initial model considerably diminishes the user's effort in generating the complete design, because this much is embedded in any startup active document instantiated for the first time. Furthermore, parameter values are all consistent according to ADD's model. Whatever deviation from the model is followed by user's adjustments, which guarantee that for any value in the model, there is an available consistent explanation the system can generate. Of course, instead of adjusting ADD's knowledge base, the user is allowed to override the system's decisions by imposing his/hers own. However, there is a price to be paid for this strategy. Imposed decisions provoke opacity in documentation and explanation; that is, questions about parameters in this situation can only be answered with canned warnings saying that the user has imposed the current decided value.
ADDH-THE IMPROVED MODEL AND ADD'S EXTENDED USABILITY
User interfaces are metacommunications artifacts (de Souza, 1993) . They are messages sent from systems designers to the systems users via an interactive channel. We call them "meta" communications artifacts because this complex message can, itself, send and receive other messages, and by means of this dialogue users gradually form a conceptual model about the system. The conceptual model is, ultimately, the system's message content. Thus, this message says what kinds of computational solutions programmers have found for what kinds of real-world problems they think users will face. An important aspect of this approach, the Semiotic Engineering approach, is that the users' conception of what a system "means" can be read as this system's usability model.
By analogy, and much more crucially so, an active document's interface is a metacommunications artifact that conveys to documentation users what an active document really is, what information and knowledge it contains, and what it can be used for. Thus, one of the major decisions concerning the usability of this technology is to present and explain in ADD's interfaces, as clearly as possible, all of the features and values ADD's designers (i.e., ADD's knowledge engineers and programmers) perceive as a bonus for ADD's users.
In ADD + , a rhetorically organized version of ADD (de Souza & Garcia, 1994) , the coverage of documentation ranges from factual to theoretical knowledge, from actual to hypothetical scenarios, from historical to spatial information. The gist of mutual understanding is mostly found in the participants' abilities to capture each others' intents and beliefs. As a much more expressive post-hoc designer representative, ADD+ can assign to its users-designers (agents and co-agents) or documentation clients (postagents)-one (or more) of a set of predicted intents and beliefs, and reflect this assignment and understanding in improved explanations and documentation it can offer to its users.
Natural Language (NL) interrogative pronouns and expressions can be used to characterize the types of questions ADD+ is prepared to react to. They are a cue to the repertoire of possible user intents in querying design rationale. In the following we will present ADD+'s explanatory text planning strategies, which as of this date have been partially implemented in a multiuser, multiagent, ADD application for the design of offshore oil platform process plants (Cunha & de Souza, 1996) .
We will distinguish actual queries from hypothetical queries. Actual queries are cued at the interface by means of the following interrogatives: (No NL sentences are processed; only interrogatives are checked for a given set of parameter settings, as exemplified in Section 2.)
• WHAT (is the value of a parameter)?
• WHEN (did a decision take place)?
• WHO (made a certain decision)?
• WHY (is it the case that some fact holds)?
• HOW (is/was a certain decision achieved, is/was a certain parameter calculated)?
• Hypothetical queries are cued by:
• WHAT IF (some scenario is true)?
• WHAT ABOUT (a certain parameter or decision) IF (a certain scenario is true)?
• WHY NOT (assign a certain value for a given parameter)?
• HOW ABOUT (the feasibility of some different scenario)?
The above classification is based on the assumed focus of the intended query. Notice that actual queries typically center around things that are true, whereas hypothetical queries typically center around things that are not true, but that the user believes or wishes to be true. Consequently, there is a hierarchy of intents ADD+ can deal with, as seen in Figure 7 (where the complete model coverage is shown, and not only its implemented parts).
Primary (bottom level) intents are related to probing the circumstances of design: Values, Parameter Dependencies, Decision History, Constraints, Criteria, and Agents. Secondary to these are two more complex scenario-based intents: probing the "past" (reasoning centered around preconditions or antecedent dependencies that have prevented a certain state of affairs to hold), and probing the future (reasoning centered around postconditions or consequent dependencies that will hold if a certain state of affairs becomes true). Finally, tertiary to all, is the global reasoning in totally hypothetical circumstances, past and future, relative to a given state of affairs. ADD+'s repertoire of possible user beliefs is directly derivable from its underlying models. Because there is information about the design's history, rationale, product, and the value of alternative design solutions, users' beliefs can be computed relative to values assigned to primitive, derived, and decided parameters at a given time, for a certain reason, in a given product configuration, compared to concurrent alternative values. The role of the interface is to portray these possibilities and to guide interaction so that ADD+'s usability is maximized. For sake of computing on user beliefs, Rhetorical Structure Theory (Mann & Thompson, 1987) has been selected as the basis for the rhetorical organization of active documents.
To illustrate the effects of RST on the original ADD model, we will use a short example in this section to complement the illustrations provided in Section 2. As mentioned before, ADD's original interface includes screen locations for text and graphics that can be manipulated by users via menu selection, mouse clicks, or window scrolling. Interface events 
S:
The refrigeration system was first described as SINGLE DUCT VAV. However, a later change in the design model (see it in the Design History display), where the importance of criterion cost was decreased to 75%, caused the best alternative for the refrigeration system to be DOU-BLE DUCT VAV.
Not even the animation of parameter changes along a temporal line on the Dependency Network Graph links and nodes could be expected to successfully get the full explanatory message across to the documentation user, if all s/he could see were network configurations, product diagram, a history line, and a table comparing different design alternatives. Consequently, ADD+'s interface incorporates natural language text, like the one appearing in boldface above, to introduce cohesion among all the pieces of knowledge present at the interface. Such text is planned and structured using RST trees and then linearized in a paragraph or two.
RST has a number of attractive features for text planning. In particular, it is a belief-driven approach in which rhetorical relations between spans of text are specified in terms of communicative goals achievable through their inclusion in a message. This provides a powerful resource for reasoned information selection in a text generation system (Hovy, 1990; Scott & de Souza, 1990; Hovy, 1993; Moore & Paris, 1993) and provides ADD+ systems' designers with an efficient tool for Semiotic Engineering, that is, for sending ADD+'s users the global usability message they want to send. In Figure 8 , the specification schema for an exemplar RST-relation is presented. Notice that by knowing the effect (in this case "increase reader's belief in what is stated in the nuclear statement N) of a chosen relation (in this case the "Evidence"), hypothesized sources of misconceptions may be directly addressed by a combination of remedial (Mann & Thompson, 1987) .
knowledge transmission in cohesive and coherent textual form.
The text generation strategy adopted in ADD+ follows a traditional sequential approach (MacKeown, 1985) , where text is first planned and then realized. Text planning in our application amounts to deciding what to say and when to say it based on (a) the dialogue flow (perceived focus and intention for information retrieval), (b) the system's knowledge base (inferred goals for documentation use), (c) screen layout data (reference to alternative modes of content representation), and (d) a mapping of (a), (b), and (c) contents onto RST schema. Text realization amounts to deciding how to say it by means of local morpho-syntactic rules that are necessary to instantiate a rhetorical schema (see Fig. 9 ).
The combination of the design dependency graph and history serves as a reasoning model from which the users' taskrelated beliefs (design background) and intentions (goals) can be reasoned about. Consequently, as users ask for ex- Fig. 9 . Information sources involved in ADD+'sText Generation Process. planation in a dialogue with the system, a mapping of questioned parameters onto the dependency graph and design history configures continuous or discontinuous tracks in the design territory. They provide focal information for text generation: continuous parameters are stacked on a focal structure, whereas discontinuous ones are held as candidates for a new focal structure. The importance of continuity in ongoing dialogues is related to crucial perceptions of changes in the topic and focus of conversation. Lack of such perception may lead to uncohesive talk, when partners seem to be speaking about different things, although language is correct. Mutual intelligibility is lost.
We heuristically define a continuous track (i.e., sameness of topic) as a range of dependency of up to three key nodes between parameters mentioned in two successive questions. Parameters that are more than three nodes apart from each other in a minimal graph path are defined as discontinuous (i.e., topics are different). Key nodes represent "decided" parameters. A finer and more precise decision about the definition of continuity is of course dependent on further experimental research. However, by construction, the active document model incorporates designers' perceptions of connectivity and relatedness among parameters, which we take as a trace of coherence and cohesion at dialogue level.
Direct manipulation of graphical objects and screen display states include possibilities that are summarized in Table 1 . The combination of menu selection and direct manipulation constitutes an improved input code, which, as we said, is not NL text.
User's intentions and questions' foci are inferred from heuristic rules summarized in Table 2 . Intentions correspond to belief states of the type used in RST specifications. For example, if a user asks a what-about-if question like "What about Overall Cost if refrigeration system is DOUBLE DUCT?", as can be seen in Table 2 , we assume that the user's intention is to gauge the impact for X (Overall Cost) if Y (refrigeration system) had different value (DOUBLE DUCT). From the underlying design model we know that the choice of the refrigeration system is constrained by available ceiling space. If the focal stack does not include the ceiling space parameter, the system infers that the user believes that DOUBLE DUCT is a possible value for refrigeration system. Documentation shows, however, that ceiling space is insufficient for DOUBLE DUCT. Knowledge transmission must then dispel this potential misconception by displaying information about the impossibility of the user's hypothesis coming to be. A compare-and-contrast textual schema (see Fig. 10 ) is selected to achieve the explanation goal, because the combination of effects should bring about a more adequate belief state. The selection of schemas is made by ADD+'s Explanation Interface designer and is coded in the system by means rules that constitute a text grammar. Thus, for any given question posed by a user, the system automatically interprets it, assigns intentions and beliefs to the user, generates the text structure from its underlying text grammar, and displays the corresponding output screen.
A crucial linguistic mechanism needed for the integration of multimodal information delivery under natural language text is deixis-the ability to designate objects by pointing at or referring to them, instead of naming, describing, or characterizing them. In the dialogue example provided above, we read the expression "see it in the Design History Display." The referent of it is to be encountered in extra linguistic medium: a visualization display segment on screen. The inclusion of such deictic references in NL text is not a costly one in ADD, because the system has full control of knowledge sources and knowledge display modes.
An important advantage of including this mechanism in natural language answers to users questions is that there is substantial support for decisions about intentional redundancies in visual and textual codes. This feature is a means to reinforce users perceptions about relevant knowledge sources in the system. By the same token, users can learn connections between different modalities of expression and make guesses about some unexpressed but possible ones. This feature encourages them to probe the system's resources to a greater extent.
The key note of ADD + compared to ADD is that ADD+ has an explicit communicative model to convey messages that reinforce the usability model designers want users to 
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
Although there is a considerable amount of research in the area of design rationale, the question of what design rationale really is remains without a unanimous answer. Because there is no way to guarantee that any explicit rationale model represents the actual designer's mental model, all agree that at most we represent the rationalization of the design. This situation should not discourage research and technology, given that its roots can be traced back to the fact that no human being can ever be certain that s/he really grasps anybody else's mental model of anything conveyed through human communication practices. The similarities and differences among the various existing approaches to design rationale originate from the expressiveness of the design representative language(s), the value and usefulness of the design process itself, and the costs associated to design rationale capture and retrieval. The various hypertext-based rationale documentation ap-
Relation:
Compare & Contrast Reader recognizes the comparability and differences yielded by the comparison being made. proaches, for instance, induce the designers' reflection on the design space. Designers document discussions and negotiations that led to a product's final state in the form of indexed multilinked text spans. Most hypertext-based rationale models are inspired by the Issue-Based Information System (IBIS) approach to organizing ideas (Kunz & Rittel, 1970) . Such is the case of gIBIS (Conklin & Begeman, 1988) , JANUS (Fischer et al., 1989), and PHI (McCall et al., 1990) . As design discussions evolve, issues are raised, positions are taken, and arguments for and against them are attached to each. New options are linked to old ones either by chronological links or dependency among issues. A similar model, along these lines, is Questions, Options, and Criteria (QOC) (MacLean et al., 1991) . It represents the design process as a space of questions, options to questions, and criteria to evaluate the options. Connections among these elements result in considerably perspicuous documentation of design issues (Schum, 1996) .
A great deal of work has been spent to create hypertextbased rationale models that focus on simplicity (gIBIS) (Conklin et al., 1988) or on expressiveness (JANUS) (Fischer et al., 1989) . However, although these models may be adequate for organizing brainstorming and reflections upon specifications, the cost of capturing design rationale is high. All of these models cause designers to shift the focus of their work from design tasks to documentation tasks. And, because designers are not the primary beneficiaries of the documentation they generate (given that people usually rely on memory, especially if the design process does not exceed a couple of months), there is low incentive for them to adopt genuine implementations of the above models.
To decrease rationale acquisition costs, indented IBIS (itIBIS) interprets text indentation marks to infer a discussion's discourse organization (Conklin & BurgessYakemovic, 1996) . However, the retrieval cost is still high. Whenever a user wants to understand the design process, s/he needs to navigate throughout the whole rationale space to make sense out of the documented parts of design. Of course, understanding depends on the designers' communicative ability to generate and package the information to answer potential end users' questions efficiently. This is the kind of prospective writing strategy we have mentioned in the Introduction to this paper. In this case, as we saw, complete documentation can only arise if designers are able to predict all possible questions about design.
Building design models, instead of passive documentation, is a promising approach to escape from the record and replay paradigm (Gruber & Russell, 1996) . ADD and ADD+ offer designers a rich environment to document rationale at a relatively low cost. One of the main features of the original ADD was the ability to provide knowledge needed to answer not only shallow value-related questions about design decisions, but also Why-not and What-if questions. ADD+ greatly increases ADD's explanatory power by including reactive writing features in the documentation model itself.
ADD+ supports the automatic generation of textual explanations that induce documentation users to explore active design documents' capabilities, both as specific knowledge bases and as a technological tool. A semiotically based design of ADD+'s interface languages and messages lead documentation users' into gradually learning a design team's (or an individual designer's) rationale as well as the system's capabilities and limitations.
ADD has been used for more than 1 year in a Brazilian company. Impacts on the quality of design and documentation were shown by an increase of evaluated design alternatives, and a decrease of design time and meeting time. As noted in previously reported experiments (Olson et al., 1996) , much of meeting time is spent in clarification of issues. However, it was also observed that documentation users did not fully explore the existing perspectives and knowledge embedded in the retrieved rationale. This observation fully justified the rhetorical extensions to ADD presented in ADD+. Moreover, the emergency of MultiADD (Garcia & Vivacqua, 1996) , a design documentation model for multiagent and multiuser design teams, has considerably increased the importance of a thoroughly designed rhetoric for communicating rationale, so that mutual understanding and cooperation among co-agents is encouraged (Cunha & de Souza, 1996) .
By selecting RST as the basis for the rhetorical structuring of active design documents, the communicative goals of ADD+'s embedded documentation writer have started to be explicitly addressed and computed upon. Thus, ADD+ approaches design intent, a step ahead of design rationale, given that the production of documentation is discriminated as to abstractions about design agents' goals and plans.
It should be noticed, at this point, that ADD-based systems allow users to impose decisions that are in conflict with their KBs. When this happens (i.e., when users choose not to adjust the underlying models so that they comply with the users' choices), systems cannot provide useful explanations for design choices. Thus, queries about why design decisions are one or another may simply obtain answers like: "Because the designer has imposed them." Such opacity in explanations and documentation as a whole cannot be remedied by either ADD's or ADD+'s knowledge sources. In these cases, design intent is lost along with design rationale, but users should be made aware of the losses, especially in cooperating environments. Once again, ADD+'s rhetorical models may make such opacity stand out much more clearly than ADD's original delivery models. In the latter, the existence of opacities could go unnoticed among a myriad of loosely cohesive visual and textual pieces of knowledge and information.
Moreover, with the availability of rhetorical structuring and more elaborate NL text in ADD+'s application interfaces, higher order abstractions upon documentation can be systematically expressed to users as soon as the underlying knowledge representation language is able to deal with them. For instance, in any current of the currently implemented ADD-based systems, the application records the full sequence of design decisions and provides users with a chronological view of the designers' actions in a project. The design history is, as of now, a linear sequence of decisions. Each decision is abstracted as a parameter, its assigned value, the agent who assigned this value, and information about the decision's compliance (or not) with the system's model. But although this information is crucial to understanding decisions, such flat design records obscure important distinctions related to the relevance of one decision in view of another.
Early versions of ADD (Garcia, 1992) offered users too much information to browse and explore. Unfocused information (which is locally irrelevant) was often displayed, while crucially important bits remained hidden. Given that the availability of knowledge sources is previous to decisions about when they should be displayed, we have started searching for traces of relevance and connectivity in overall design patterns. So, it became clear that one extra-level interpretation on chronological data was missing: an account of purposeful behavior patterns. We have observed sequences of decisions from different designers in different projects and seen that there are recurring patterns in decision making that can be identified and interpreted. Such patterns should be usefully organized into higher order discourse structures, accompanied by the corresponding extensions at the knowledge representation level.
For example, in the design of HVAC systems for offshore platforms, the following decision history pattern has been found: (1) Equipment Selection, (2) AIR FLOW of RoomOl, (3) AIR FLOW of RoomOl, and (4) AIR FLOW of RoomOl.
Flat history representations can only account for iterations, whereas it has become clear from observations that designers meant to adjust the air flow of a room and check its impacts upon the entire design. In fact, every time a designer repeats the calculation of the air flow of a room after selecting the equipment, s/he is very probably adjusting the air flow of a room to diminish the quantity of needed equipment (for less expensive design). This is a single pattern among many others identified in our current research and deserves attention because it helps making relevant knowledge emerge from flat data.
The value of ADD + is that RST schemas can be recursively used to account for the textual explanation of higher order abstractions. The rhetorical organization is orthogonal to the grain of information carried at the leaves of text plan trees.
Another higher degree of abstraction that can be recursively computed by the ADD+ model is one relative to the graph containing all design parameters and dependencies among them. Even though the designer's visitation path on the graph is recorded, nothing is done with it. However, there are at least two pieces of information that can be derived from such information. The first is related to the distinctions between parameters visited by the designer or by ADD when developing a case, the project's "viewport" over the design model. This data may indicate the extent and complexity of a case, or its bandwidth so to speak. It also indicates, through the ratio between ADD's decisions and designer's decisions, the credibility of the design model.
The second piece of information that can be derived from the order in which the parameters are visited or revisited in the design graph is the amount of changes made to the model and the dynamic expansion of the graph. This kind of "motion picture" about the design process combines logical (the dependency graph) and chronological (the design history) data into the same abstraction. It may indicate the designer's strategy when developing a case, which is extremely useful and very rarely captured in current design documentation.
The rhetorical organization of knowledge proposed in ADD+ is a major upgrade in expressiveness for design documentation discourse. Along a different line, recent work (Dong & Agogino, 1996) has also tapped on rhetorical organization to extract design vocabulary from structured annotations to CAD drawings. This analytical approach, distinct from ADD+'s generative approach, may eventually provide tools for fine-tuned automatic knowledge acquisition of lexical and syntactical structures of the sentence grammar needed to leap from RST schemas to RST-based discourse grammars (Scott & de Souza, 1990) for active design documents. The consequence of this shift should provide considerable leverage to achieving end-user construction of active design documents without the mediation of knowledge engineers.
Nevertheless, even before we attain that stage of enduser autonomy in designing active design documentation tools, ADD+ contributes to bring crucially important cognitive issues to bear on the development of explanatory interface models. Existing approaches to explaining design (e.g., Goel et al., 1996) often concentrate solely on providing knowledge sources and adequate reasoning models that support useful computations and inferences. However, as has been the case of ADD itself, these approaches do not provide facilities to support all the sense-making activities users must perform to get the overall picture of the process at an adequate level of integration and abstraction. Rhetorical organization with RST, however, is not reserved for ADD-based applications. In fact, RST has been extensively used to generate explanatory text in a number of different domains (Hovy, 1993; Moore & Paris, 1993; Oliveira et al., 1996) , and a considerable portion of ADD + schemas may eventually migrate to other design documentation environments in a quite productive way.
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